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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter outlines the background of the problem and the internship 

execution, including the purpose of the internship, and scope and limitation. The 

background of the problem sums up the reason behind the interest in the 

internship. Indonesia Berkuda Magazine is the only equestrian media in 

Indonesia, and since the equestrian sport is at developing stage, it is a challenging 

experienceto learn about and contribute to the magazine.  

 

I.1 Background of the Problem 

Equestrian is a sport that involves human beings riding or competing on 

horse-back. It also involves training of horses and riders, horse breeding, 

nutrition, health, and safety. It is a lifestyle sport that requires commitment and 

responsibility. Equine journalism covers information and stories that are related to 

horses, their riders, trainers and grooms. 

The equestrian sport in Indonesia is still at a developing stage, yet has 

great potential, as they showed great achievements in the 2011 SEA 

GAMES.Events like these are very valuable to Indonesia. Indonesia Berkuda, did 

a full report on the event, introducing the athletes, horses, trainers and officials 

who organized the Indonesian Team in their fourth issue.  

The equestrian community in Indonesia is rapidly growing as more and 

more young individuals have become interested in the sport. Several universities 
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such as Universitas Indonesia and Universitas Gajah Mada have established 

equestrian organizations as part of their extracurricular activities. The students 

have been a great contribution to the growth of the equestrian community in 

Indonesia as they are not just determined to become athletes, but they are also 

learning about the mechanics behind organizing equestrian events. Other than 

learning horse riding, they also receive theory classes to learn about technicalities 

in horse care and also in event organizing.  

 Furthermore, the equestrian community has recently been divided as a 

result of disagreements and different vision and mission. There are now two 

equestrian organizations in Indonesia, Equestrian Indonesia (EQINA) and 

Equestrian Federation of Indonesia (EFI) that facilitate the equestrian sport. 

However, EFI is the one that is recognized internationally by Fédération Equestre 

Internationale. EQINA is under the Equestrian Sport Committee of Indonesia or 

Persatuan Olahraga Berkuda Seluruh Indonesia (PORDASI), which is a funded 

by the Indonesian government.  

 The equestrian sport itself has been active in Indonesia for decades, 

however it has never really been popular or known in the wider society. The sport 

has gradually grown, and has made an impression in Indonesia as various mass 

media have covered the news and events of this sport.  

 To respond to this trend a media has been established in 2010, which is 

Indonesia Berkudamagazine. It is the only equestrian media that exists in 

Indonesia so far. It is still quite new, as it has only published five editions. 

Indonesia Berkuda magazine, also concerns health, nutrition, breeding and other 
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aspects related to the equestrian sport. Since there is only a single equestrian 

magazine in Indonesia, the quality of journalism within the content and overall 

appearance requires professional equestrian journalists to be involved in the 

development of the magazine. This kind of journalism is worth to study about as it 

is unique and different and has not yet reached a wide audience in Indonesia.  

Furthermore, since Indonesia Berkuda magazine is still quite new, there 

are several aspects that are still in need of improvement. First of all, there are 

many errors in the English language used in the articles. Another point is that they 

have copy pasted several articles from the Internet and have not acknowledged 

any sources whatsoever. This was done because of the lack of knowledge about 

equestrianism that was present within the editorial staff.  

The interest in the internship at Indonesia Berkuda magazine is also based 

on the motivation to help in any ways the author can to improve the quality of the 

magazine in terms of the English language and the content of the articles to 

achieve more comprehensive and relatable reading materials.  

Other than that, the content within the magazine mostly contains feature 

stories, which are of special interestand focus on particular people, places, events 

and in this case also horses. Since feature writing’s main purpose is to tell a story, 

the theory that is based on story telling is the narrative paradigm by Walter Fisher. 

The narrative paradigm also focuses on structure, material, characters and the 

credibility of a story.  

Furthermore, other than telling a story, a feature writer also has to be able 

to relate to the readers and also accurate. This can be explained through 
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Aristotle’s rhetoric where the three truthsEthos, Pathos and Logos are applied to a 

story. The rhetoric also provides a structural framework to create a story, which is 

called the five canons of rhetoric. 

 Last but not least, when writing a story one also uses appropriate language 

to enhance the substance of the story. The theory of dramatism by Kenneth 

Burkebrings imaginative and innovative insights into human motives and 

interaction, which is also an important factor when writing a story.  

In response to the impressive growth of equestrianism in Indonesia and the 

developing trend of equine journalism the author conducted a four month 

internship atIndonesia Berkudain the editorial staff department as a reporter and 

editor.  

 

I.2 Purpose of internship 

 During my internship I aim to do the following: 

1) To learn as much as possible about real-life publishing in the equestrian 

world.  

2) To have an opportunity to be included in a variety of tasks, especially in 

the area of equestrian journalism. 

3) To leave the internship with a wide variety of work experiences, including 

samples of the material I produced or contributed to. 

4) To pitch in wherever and �whenever needed, as developing a magazine is 

a team effort.  

5) To have an opportunity to make professional contacts. 
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I.3 Scope and Limitation 

 The editorial staff of Indonesia Berkuda consists of an editor in chief, 

editors, a graphic designer and two reporters. My scope is as a reporter and editor 

within the Indonesia Berkuda editorial team. My limitation is to contribute to any 

equestrian journalism activities such as reporting events, writing articles, 

assembling text and photos and proofreading 

 

I.4 Period and Location of the Internship 

The internship at Indonesia Berkudabegan from 9th August 2012 to 30th 

December 2012. The office is located in Rukan Kencana Niaga Blok D1/3P, Jl. 

Taman Aries Utama, Meruya Utara, West Jakarta. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




